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MetStat Summary Statistics for experimental datasets in NMDR

Search/Summarize by analysis type (e.g. GCMS ,LCMS, NMR) and/or MS ion mode (+ or -)

Search/Summarize by disease association (cancer, diabetes, obesity, etc.)

Search/Summarize by species (human, mouse, rat, etc.)

Search/Summarize by sample source (blood, urine, feces, muscle, bacterial cells, etc.)

Summarize by metabolite structural class

What metabolites are detected within selected criteria (and which are most commonly detected)?

Which metabolites show significant changes across experimental conditions in selected data?

What  (human) biochemical pathways are these metabolites involved in?

What is the average variance across sample replicates for a given metabolite?

What is the ANOVA p-value for a given metabolite under a given experimental condition?



MetStat: Summary Statistics for experimental datasets in NMDR

View most frequently encountered metabolites in 
NMDR studies across all conditions



Links to MW structure database and list of studies containing each metabolite

Structure (MW database) List of Studies



MetStat query buider: Select criteria, e.g. species, sample source, analysis type, ion mode, disease 
association, metabolite class.

In this example, all human studies with blood* as the sample source are selected

* “Blood” may refer to whole blood, serum or plasma-see individual study metadata for details



MetStat summary table of  human metabolites detected in blood
Sorted by number of studies in which that metabolite is reported

Relative standard deviation (RSD) =100*Standard deviation/mean
The RSD is calculated separately for each experimental condition within each study. 
It is a measure of the variance across sample replicates

[P]:Human Pathways (SMP/KEGG)

List of Studies

Structure (MW db)



MetStat “data” link displays a histogram of RSD data across all studies containing Valine
Additional data on ANOVA statistics in each study and RSD/replicate information 



Search summary showing metabolite name, median RSD and classification

Structure (MW db)
List of Studies

Human Pathways (SMP/KEGG)

Relative standard deviation (RSD) =100*Standard deviation/mean
The RSD is calculated separately for each experimental condition within each study. 
It is a measure of the variance across sample replicates



…

List of  human studies on blood that report Proline

Focus on the targeted 
assays that report 
quantitative results 
(untargeted assays that 
report peak intensity, 
area, etc. are no good)

Click on a study link in 
the “Units(range) column



Boxplot for Proline in human blood

Study ST000091

Comparison with all studies (yellow) that 
report proline in human blood.
Notice the outlier(s) since many different 
studies are involved. However, the median 
is not significantly affected.



MetStat query buider: Select criteria, e.g. species, sample source, analysis type, ion mode, disease 
association, metabolite class.

In this example, all studies with blood as the sample source using LCMS and HILIC chromatography 
in negative ion mode are selected



MetStat query buider: Select criteria, e.g. species, sample source, analysis type, ion mode, disease 
association, metabolite class.

In this example, human studies using LCMS in negative ion mode for Citric acid cycle metabolites are selected



MetStat query buider: Select criteria, e.g. species, sample source, analysis type, ion mode, disease 
association, metabolite class.

In this example, human studies using LCMS in negative ion mode containing Phospholipids are selected
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